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NOTES 

The Spirit of Polonia—A Legacy to Mankind was an exhibit created that covered the history of Poland 

through the heroes and heroines that are reflected in her faith, military, arts, science and statecraft.  Each 

portrait bust is over life-size. 

The purchase of any sculpture from The Spirit of Polonia includes a certificate of authenticity and an 

exhibit catalogue. 

Except from the Introduction: 

But all of the Poles in the selection have influenced American life in some way in the various individual 

and collective legacies.  Tracy H. Sugg, in her personal journey of discovery to breathe life into her 

sculpture of these champions of Polish, American and world liberty has done all of us a great service - 

she has captured in their spirit the love of liberty and nation that burns in the heart of every freedom 

loving soul.  May her work serve as an inspiration to all freedom loving people everywhere to keep the 

flame of liberty so nobly kept burning by these Polish Patriots a bright beacon of hope that will never be 

extinguished. 

Thomas R. Rozman (Rozmyslowicz) 

September 29, 2009 

Except from pg 34, Marie Sklodowska Curie 

In 1891, at age 24, Marie arrived in Paris from Warsaw, Poland to advance her studies in science at the Sorbonne 

(University of Paris). There was an established tradition of teaching in her family. Her father had been a professor of 

physics and mathematics in Warsaw, and her grandfather had been a teacher as well. Paris was the gathering place for 

Polish émigrés following the Partitions of Poland. The Hôtel Lambert was the seat of dispossessed nobility and other 

social lights such as Chopin and Mickiewicz, but unappealing to the ordinary Pole who – if interested in news from 

home -- tended to gravitate to the Księgarnia Polska w Paryżu (Polish Bookstore in Paris) located at No. 123, boulevard 

Saint-Germain, that had been established in 1833 and to which as a newcomer Marie visited on occasion.  

In 1893 she earned her degree in physics, was employed in an industrial laboratory, and continued her studies at the 

Sorbonne, earning a degree in mathematics in 1894. Sometime that year, she met Pierre Curie, an instructor in The 

Higher School of Physics and Chemistry of the City of Paris. They were mutually attracted to one another, respecting 

each other’s high intelligence and scientific promise, so much so that he sent her a letter on one occasion proposing “to 

spend life side by side, in the study of our dreams: your patriotic dream; our humanitarian dream and our scientific 

dream….” 

Married in 1895, in July of 1898 they announced that they had discovered a new element that they identified as 

“polonium.” Marie had hoped that by using the new scientific word polonium, attention to Poland’s continued lack of 

freedom and independence would be sustained in the scientific community worldwide. In the same year, they announced 

the discovery of another element that they named “radium.” Marie earned her Doctor of Science from the Sorbonne in 

1903, the same year she and her husband won the Nobel Prize in Physics, and continued her career in scientific research 

following the accidental death of Pierre on the streets of Paris in 1906. Her discoveries advanced nuclear physics and 

cancer therapy.  In 1911 she was awarded her second Nobel Prize, this time for Chemistry. 

Sculptor’s Note –  
In creating her likeness then, I looked at earlier depictions of her, and found that her furrowed brows, though 

characteristic, were often so emphasized, that the beauty of her as a woman who was a brilliant, serious scientist was 

barely portrayed, or nonexistent.  In my sculpture of Marie, I purposely softened these hard marks of concentration, thus 

bringing to life Marie herself.  Easily recognizable, her beauty, strength of purpose, her love for Poland, her dedication 

to her life’s work, her desire to see her students succeed – all is evident in looking at her sculpture without the viewer 

being distracted by a photographic exactness of every line of her face. Rodin once said, “If the artist only reproduces 

superficial features as photography does, if he copies the lineaments of a face exactly, without reference to character, he 

deserves no admiration.  The resemblance which he ought to obtain is that of the soul.”  And it is this very soul of Marie 

that is captured in this sculpture. 
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